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Nomenclature

The term Community Choice Aggregation refers to the fact that 
Community Choice agencies have authority to “aggregate” customers 
from the ranks of incumbent utility customers in the communities they 
serve.

I prefer the term Community Choice Energy because it refers to a 
community’s role in shaping its own “energy” future.  

In conversation, the term “Community Choice” is used in reference to 
the CCE industry and its role.  
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CCE Evolution To 
Date and 
Beyond

Phase 1 – Opportunistic bulk electricity purchases -
CCEs formed in OH, MA, and IL to aggregate 
electricity customers and provide them with low-
cost electricity from existing sources
Phase 2 – Bulk energy and capacity procurement -
CA CCEs formed in California to accelerate the 
transition to renewable and low carbon electricity 
Phase 3 – Generation and energy storage project 
portfolios plus customer engagement - CA CCEs are 
currently developing robust generation portfolios 
based on individual and joint competitive 
procurement from projects that supply energy and 
capacity 
Phase 4? – CCE enabled local renewable and EV 
integration - CA CCEs procuring electricity and 
capacity from a mix of local and centralized 
sources consistent with local goals and priorities 
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Origins and Adoption of CCE - Local 
Governments in the US 
Procuring and Reselling Bulk 
Electricity
CCE Implementation began in IL, OH, and MA in the 1990s and then in CA in 2002 after 
California and many other states dismantled for profit electricity supply monopolies in the 
1990s.  California CCEs now provide generation services to over 200 cities and counties 
having a combined population of 11 million. California CCEs focus on the transition to 
renewable and/or low carbon sources of electricity generation while keeping rates at or 
below what investor-owned utilities charge.  
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CCE 
Expansion 
in the US

California’s attention to CCE’s environmental and GHG emissions benefits distinguish it 
from other states where adoption has been driven by the goal of lower generation rates. 
Some states have enabled CCE more recently and do not yet have active CCEs. States 
currently exploring CCE enabling legislation are relying on California experience to shape 
their own CCE legislation. 
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California CCE Legislation

• After the first California electricity crisis in 2001, California suspended 
expansion of “customer choice”, aka “direct access” and created 
“community choice aggregation”, aka “community choice energy 
(CCE)”.  

• AB 117 (2002) empowered “cities and counties served by investor-
owned utilities (IOUs) to facilitate the sale and purchase of electrical 
energy, transmission, and other services on behalf of electricity 
customers in their jurisdictions.”  CCE customers could “opt out” and 
IOUs would continue as both electricity suppliers and distributors.
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California CCE Formation and Operations
• State funded feasibility assistance was available in 2007 and 2008. Typically, 

the formation process proceeds based on technical study results.  JPA 
formation can be slow but insulates member jurisdictions from risk. Trend 
toward larger JPAs* and expansion of existing JPAs*.

• Operational Focus:  
• CCE governance focuses on rates, reserves, net income risk, and opt out risk. (Only 

one CCA startup bankruptcy to date.)  Rate sensitivity and opt-out risks vary 
depending on local politics and customer class.  Core operational focus is power 
procurement and customer outreach.    

• Power procurement focus is on cost to meet/exceed state renewable standards.
• Customer outreach focus is on customer retention. Smaller CCEs minimize 

permanent staffing and program offerings and outsource some core functions, e.g., 
billing and generation scheduling. 

*joint powers authorities. The JPA governance framework insulates member jurisdictions from financial responsibility 
and active engagement in local energy policy and planning.    
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Collective California CCA Electricity Supply –
Meeting the Need for Speed and Scale
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Credit:  CalCCA

Marin and Sonoma 
County CCEs formed
in 2007 and 2011 
and launched in 2010 
and 2012.  
Twenty plus since then. 
Primary CCE formation 
considerations are: “local 
control”, financial risks, 
and faster renewable 
deployment.  
Public distrust and high 
electricity prices have 
been a motivating factor 
in northern California.



Power Procurement 
Example – Valley Clean 
Energy

• VCE expects its generation 
portfolio to exceed eighty percent 
renewable (mostly solar PV) in 
2024 or 2025.

• Contracting for battery energy 
storage systems fulfills “resource 
adequacy” (generation capacity 
and storage) obligations. 

• Mix of primarily 4-hour and some 
8-hour battery storage capacities 
some of which also provide 
resilience benefits

• Projects in home county and 
adjacent counties are considered 
“local”.
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California CCE Outcomes To Date

• California CCEs are now, collectively, the primary agent of in-state 
renewable electricity procurement. 

• California CCEs are capturing GHG reductions and electricity cost savings 
for electricity customers, relying on electricity transport by California’s for-
profit grid owners.  

• Renewable content* of CCE electricity has increased in recent years faster 
than mandated by the state.  Some CCEs are aiming for 100 percent 
renewable supply or 100 percent renewable and carbon free supply well 
before 2030.  

• The California CPUC is moving to more closely and directly regulate CCEs. 
*exclusive of large hydro
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Suppliers of California Electricity. 
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Credit:  Robert Freehling

More than half 
of California’s 
electricity is 
supplied by 
energy users and 
locally controlled 
entities.



California CCE Concerns and Issues 

• AB 117 addressed a potential “cost shift” from customers “departing” 
IOU generation service to remaining IOU customers.  Departing 
customers were to pay “above market costs of IOU supply contracts 
in effect at the time of their departure”.  

• The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) initially mandated a 
“power charge indifference adjustment (PCIA)”, to quantify CCE 
payments to incumbent IOUs mandated by AB 117.  

• In 2018, the CPUC expanded departing customer obligations 
specified in AB 117 to equal the difference between the “value” and 
“cost” of IOU generation portfolios. The legality of the expansion has 
not yet been challenged.
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Presentation Notes
AB 117 authorized a CCE transition surcharge on “departing IOU generation customers”. Unlike California municipal utilities, California CCAs cannot influence or avoid state mandated surcharges.  The Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA):  Shifts IOU costs to CCA customers, resulting in de facto state regulation of cost recovery for services being delivered by cities and counties;  Precludes CCE investment in local renewable electricity resources; andDiverts revenues that could incent or subsidize Community Solar and other Community Renewable projects that have local economic and resilience benefits.The Colorado PUC has recommended state CCE legislation requiring that CCE transition surcharges be identified prior to CCE formation, so that they can be planned, financed and levelized.



PCIA Trajectory
• Because of PCIA charges, aka 

“exit fees”, local renewable 
and storage engagement by 
CCEs is still limited and 
progressing slowly.

• PCIA charges also result in a 
need for cost-efficiency that 
is achieved by minimizing 
permanent CCE staff, joint 
sourcing with other CCAs, and 
outsourcing of program 
offerings and selected 
business functions, e.g., 
billing and generation 
scheduling. 
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Updating the California CCE Vision
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Twenty years after it inspired AB 117, the early vision for CCE - locally controlled bulk 
electricity procurement - has been fulfilled at scale in California.
The California CCE industry’s current focus is bulk electricity procurement, a 20th 
century practice and continuing need.  
The current focus may be too narrow.  Disruptive technologies are coming on stream 
that alter energy supply, transport and usage patterns.  They create opportunities for 
local action to capture cost savings and environmental and resilience benefits. 
Can California CCEs develop integrative, mutually beneficial relationships within 
robust local energy eco-systems?  Specifically, can they take on mission of striking 
an economically beneficial and environmentally responsible balance between 
centralized and decentralized electricity supply?
Is this a realistic vision, and, if so, how can it be fulfilled?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State legislators, energy regulators and electric utilities appear to assume the 20th century electricity service business model will suffice to serve the state’s interest in affordable, reliable, resilient, and equitable 21st century energy supply.Can we identify a new vision for CCE so that policies can be aligned with its achievement? Meanwhile, What can be done to Can CCEs help communities they serve to identify their own best balance and help them achieve it?Can California’s CCE industry now expand its ambition and capacity to deliver 21st century energy supply? Will California allow its CCE industry to engage more effectively with CCE member jurisdictions and energy users? California’s CCEs have a potentially vital role in the state’s energy transition. What changes would make the most sense?  strengthening and protecting local energy eco-systemsTrends inform vision6 DsEnergy Literacy2015 Two Part VisionMaximize Local Benefits – Summary ChartMaximize State Benefits - Summary Chart  More Robust Five Part Vision  - 2015 Vision Plus: Account for trends, cost shifts and need for speedAvoid PredationMaximize locally beneficial investmentIt’s about energy, not aggregationGoalsCCA 3.0  New Hampshire – vision is operational excellence creating economic and investment flexibilityCCA 4.0  California – vision should be exploitation of energy sector trends to create strong, resilient, and equitable local economiesMaking the new vision a realitySummary – see aboveEvolution of thinking about the role and strategic purpose of CCE in CaliforniaAB 117  (2002)Local Government Commission Project (2007)California Vision (2015)Vision Realization (2023)What opportunities must CCEs capture for their communities?How can CCE members (cities and counties) maximize CCE benefits?The Energy Transition Past and PresentCommunity Choice – Local Governments Procuring and Reselling Bulk ElectricityState Regulation of Community Choice in CaliforniaElectricity Sector Evolution and the Role of Public and Private PowerEvolution of the California Investor-Owned Energy Utility Model (from a focus on supply to a focus on energy transport)Evolution of Locally Controlled Electricity Supply (evolving from a focus on bulk electricity to locally produced electricity):Lessons for the energy sector from the transport sectorImplementing energy policy and CCA 4.0 in CaliforniaSome issues – e.g. provider of last resort



Aiming for a More Locally 
Integrative Vision
A locally integrative state-wide CCE vision would account for emerging economic 
penalties and benefits, emerging trends and needs and would emphasize 
collaborative relationships within local energy eco-systems.  
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Qualitative Trends and Needs – 6 Ds of a 
Climate Impacted Energy Future
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Quantitative Trends

• Shift in dominant renewable supply from hydro to wind and solar
• Shift in dominant energy storage medium from fuel to batteries
• Shift in transportation energy supply from fuel to electricity
• Local energy resilience investment that outpaces and exceeds 

investment in bulk electricity supply and transport 
• Energy equity and resilience degradation that is better ameliorated 

through local investment than state regulation.
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Electricity Cost Trade-offs
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Credit:  Clean Coalition
• Investment in centralized 

generation requires parallel 
investment in transmission 
upgrades which more than off-
set economies of generation 
scale.

• Investment in decentralized 
generation does not require 
transmission upgrades but does 
requires parallel investment in 
smarter distribution systems 
that now can take advantage of 
vehicle to grid integration to 
minimize costs of distribution 
capacity upgrades.  



Integrative Benefits – Exploiting Local Energy 
Resilience Investment
• Energy resilience is a growing 

concern in some communities that 
routinely experience power 
outages. 

• Overall local energy resilience 
investment exceeds and outpaces 
investment in bulk electricity 
supply and transport. 

• The combined capacity of 
decentralized power sources 
(resilience assets) in California will 
exceed California’s bulk electricity 
generation capacity by a factor of 
two in 2025.
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Ref:   https://www.iresn.org/s/Inventory-Expansion-and-
Integration-of-Californias-Energy-Resilience-Assets.pdf

https://www.iresn.org/s/Inventory-Expansion-and-Integration-of-Californias-Energy-Resilience-Assets.pdf
https://www.iresn.org/s/Inventory-Expansion-and-Integration-of-Californias-Energy-Resilience-Assets.pdf


Benefits of Citizen 
and Local Business 
Engagement in 
Electricity Supply
• Chart shows installed capacity at 
the end of 2022

• Total state-wide amounts 
exceeded 23,000 MW at the end 
of 2022 

• On-site solar capacity exceeded 
“utility-scale” solar capacity

• Benefits to local economies and 
budgets are too often overlooked 
by local governments.

Paul Fenn (March 2020): “CCE to rapidly mobilize our transition to renewable energy production through 
citizen engagement and equitable benefit distribution”

Amounts of on-site net metered solar 
capacity in California investor- owned utility 
service territories.



Integrative 
Benefits –Agencies 
Working Together 

• CCE roll out in New Hampshire 
by a newly formed coalition of 
local governments. 

• Freedom from exit fees allows 
capture of local project benefits, 
including cost savings and IRA 
incentives
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Samuel Golding (May 2018): “Individual agencies working together...sharing resources, staff, jointly, contracting 
for services and power, etc.” (e.g., according to the model of existing public power joint action agencies)



20th

21st

An Integrated –
Decentralized 
Vision
• Centralized 20th Century power 

generation and transmission will 
likely remain under state regulation 
in California.

• CCEs and their member jurisdictions 
have an interest in bringing about the 
most economically and 
environmentally beneficial balance 
between centralized and 
decentralized electricity in areas they 
serve or govern.

• Electricity flows in CCE service 
territories that cannot or do not 
enter utility owned transmission 
systems or require distribution 
capacity upgrades should be valued 
and regulated by CCE member 
jurisdictions, not by transmission 
owners and the CPUC.  This means...

21st
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Gerry Braun (May 2015): CCEs should be “competent to evaluate 
local needs and opportunities and adapt the basic CCA model to 
deliver “integrated-decentralized” energy service.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like other organizations, CCAs need to develop specialized competencies, especially related to wholesale generation services sourcing and scheduling.  Local energy futures are a moving target, so another key competency is being able to translate local opportunities and needs into a version of the basic CCA model that fits local parameters.    Local competencies will need to evolve, because regional and local electric grids will be evolving from current designs that only enable radial power flow from big power plants  through big wires to local grids and meters.  The big pieces don’t need to change.  What  will change are the smaller pieces, including the local grid. It will need to accommodate electricity flows from outside the community in and to local meters but also from local meters and micro-grids.  It will need to be managed in a way such that electricity can be exchanged between consumers and even between communities. Planning and integration will need to happen at both the centralized and local levels. We will need what CAISO’s Lorenzo Kristov calls an “integrated-decentralized” model, where the local piece is locally planned and integrated.



...thinking out of the CPUC/IOU Box About 
Critical Local Services
• Local Water Utility

• Supply 
• Community Owned Production Wells
• Customer Owned Wells
• Water JPA

• Purchasing
• Distribution by Utility or 

Franchisee 
• Rate-setting
• Billing

• State Enforces Water Quality 
Standards

• 21st Century Local Energy Utility
• Supply

• Community Owned Solar/Storage
• Customer Owned Solar
• CCE JPA

• Purchasing
• Distribution by Utility or 

Franchisee (IOU)
• Rate-setting
• Billing

• State Operates Transmission 
Systems
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Points Favoring Local Electricity Service Integration 
and Regulation in CCE Service Territories
• Subsidiarity - an organizing principle that matters ought to be handled by 

the smallest, lowest or least centralized competent authority
• City and county governments already competently regulate and integrate 

important commodity delivery and collection services.  
• California has an interest in curtailing state-sanctioned IOU interventions 

that confiscate CCE and self-generator savings that could otherwise 
support rational, equitable local energy planning and investment.

• CCE skill sets are available to support local integration and regulation.
• Primary motivator for CCE adoption is “local control”.
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Summary - 1

The California community choice energy industry quickly overcame 
obstacles of organizational inexperience and limited financial track records 
and credit; it now serves eleven million electricity customers in California, 
purchasing bulk renewable electricity and “utility” battery storage services 
essential to achieving California’s decarbonization goals.
The California CPUC’s policy of “power charge indifference” is unique 
among US states, pernicious in its consequences if continued, and 
inconsistent with legislative intent. It precludes timely CCE investment in 
local renewable electricity resources, diverts revenues that could incent or 
subsidize community renewable projects that have local economic and 
resilience benefits, precludes striking the best local balance between 
centralized and decentralized electricity supply, and results in de facto state 
regulation of cost recovery for locally provided services.
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Summary - 2

Unstoppable trends in local energy investment and cost favor more active 
engagement by cities and counties in providing energy services.  Now that 
California’s CCE industry is strong and capable, individual CCEs can support 
member jurisdiction initiatives that achieve a locally appropriate balance 
between centralized and decentralized energy supply. 
CCE is meeting the need for speed, scale and prudent investment in state-
wide decarbonization in critically important ways California’s IOUs cannot 
and will not. It is time to engage CCEs in meeting the need for speed and 
scale in creating more affordable, equitable and resilient energy services and 
stronger local economies.
New or updated legislation will be required. 
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Conclusions 
“Power charge indifference” surcharges and hard-to-forecast “resource adequacy” pricing: 
1. result in under-investment in local energy resource development and local energy resilience, 

both of which would be highly beneficial to local economies; and  
2. shift the cost of IOU generation services from IOU generation customers to CCE generation 

customers and prevent CCEs from playing an effective role in striking the best local balance 
between electricity imports and local supply.  

Surcharges should be made consistent with CCE authorizing legislation, then capped, then 
eliminated, so that local climate action goals can be more effectively and expeditiously addressed. 
Utility services, whether for water, waste or energy, require long term financial commitments 
secured by a stable customer base.  Allowing CCE commercial and residential customers to “opt-
out” may have been politically necessary twenty years ago but now distorts CCE rate-setting.  The 
combined effect of unforecastable surcharges and exit fees minimizes potentially transformative 
local decarbonization and energy resilience. 
California legislators should work with the CCE industry to update CCE authorizing legislation to 
create a public service planning environment for CCEs that respects local authorities and 
responsibilities.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joint powers authority boards comprised of local elected officials govern California CCEs.  While CCEs are being disentangled from pernicious state regulation, an immediate step toward closer integration between CCEs and member jurisdictions would be advisory participation by city managers and public works directors (who oversee municipal non-energy utility operations).  This would enable more effective engagement with solar self-generators, and microgrid developers and community renewable projects . 



Thank You!

Links:
• Why Does CCA Matter at the State and Local Level
• Local Energy Production and Local Economies
• Integrated Implementation of Community Solar and Community Choice
• California Experience Implementing Community Choice Energy
• Investigative Report of the Public Utilities Commission of the State of Colorado
• Can Colorado Take Community Choice to the Next Level
• Community Choice is a Better Way to Meet 21st Century Challenges 
• The Exit Fee Dilemma

Contact:  gbraun@iresn.org
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https://www.iresn.org/s/Why-Does-CCA-Matter-at-the-State-and-Local-Level.pdf
https://www.iresn.org/s/Local-Energy-Production-and-Local-Economies-MSEF-June-25-2019.pdf
https://www.iresn.org/news/integrated-implementation-of-community-solar-and-community-choice
https://www.iresn.org/news/2022/11/10/california-experience-implementing-community-choice-energy-cce
https://www.dora.state.co.us/pls/efi/EFI_Search_UI.Show_Decision?p_dec=29621&p_session_id=
https://www.iresn.org/news/2022/10/31/can-colorado-take-community-choice-energy-to-the-next-level
https://www.iresn.org/news/2022/10/4/community-choice-electricity-is-a-better-way-to-meet-21st-century-challenges
https://www.iresn.org/news/2017/8/1/the-exit-fee-dilemma
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